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R E M A I N I N G  A N O N Y M O U S

ADMIN ANDERS' TALE: 
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Anders Saves
Winter Festival
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◊�    Chapter 1    ◊�
 A N D E R S  R u I N S 

E v E R y T h I N G

Floof! The portal opened with a gust of  wind 
and snowflakes. That was different, thought 
Anders as he stepped out of  the doorway he 

had materialized in.
The Annals of  Gentalia was under construction, 

but was open for business. They had let players back 
into the game a little while ago, mostly newbies since 
the more difficult areas were still being fixed. Anders 
stepped out into the street. He used a Shivering in the 
Cold Animation. Someone had also changed the season 
to Winter since he had last been online, and snow drifts 
were piling up alongside the buildings.
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The city was a shambles, but functioning. It 
was being swept up, repaired and rebuilt by teams 
of  Minor Elflings. Minor Elflings were a horde of  
servants that could do the majority of  the work for 
the Administrators. They did a pretty terrible job, 
but the point was it was getting done. Even though 
Anders had recently been given the title of  Authorized 
Assistant Apprentice Administrator, he wasn’t used to 
the weird little guys. He had the authority to tell them 
to do stuff, but they kind of  creeped him out, so he 
had never bothered. 

Today seemed different though, there were far 
more Minor Elflings running about. Not tidying. They 
were all happily running towards the centre of  town, 
chattering and cackling with joy. With a Checking What 
the Fuss is All About Animation, Anders followed the 
nearest group of  Minor Elflings. 

In the centre square of  the city, right below the 
clock tower, there were dozens of  Minor Elflings, 
surrounding a larger figure, dressed in red and shaking 
with menacing laughter. Although something was 
familiar about it, Anders didn’t remember seeing this 
strange monster before. 

Anders’ Text Box: Must have been 
turned on with the season change. I 



had better take care of  it before it kills 
all the Elflings.

From the distance, across the square, he took out 
his Administrator Bow+, nocked an arrow and let fly 
to the jiggling red creature. 

Frewwwwwww Doing! The arrow hit its target 
square in the face. The monster fell over. 

Creature Name: Winter Festival Man
Class: Major Elfling
Level: 1
Special Attacks: Bringing Joy, Peace on Earth
Drops: Winter Festival Gifts (non combat), 
Winter Festival Cloak, Winter Festival Hat
First Player Encounter Notes: Holy 
nutcrackers! I killed Santa! -Anders

The monster body faded away, and soon all was left 
was a cloak and hat. The Minor Elflings turned to look 
where the arrow had come from. All of  them were 
looking at Anders with horror.

Game Announcement Text Box: It is 
the Winter Festival! Winter Festival 
Man will be stopping at locations all 
over the main map to bring seasonal 
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cheer to newbies. He will give you a gift 
from his Gifting Sack if  you find him!

Anders used a Probably Should Have Seen This 
Coming Animation. The Minor Elflings gathered a 
little closer.

Anders’ Text Box: I’m so sorry! I’ll 
bring him back, it will be fine!

Anders activated his Administrator ability and tried 
to locate the spawn point for Winter Festival Man, but 
he couldn’t see it anywhere in the square. Usually it 
would show a sparkling point on the ground with the 
monster’s name, which he could tap to regenerate the 
spawn. But there was nothing nearby. And according 
to the Game Explanation, Winter Festival Man had 
been travelling around all over the place. It could have 
spawned from anywhere.

Anders’ Text Box: Okay, maybe I can’t.

The Minor Elflings looked like they were about to 
cry. Anders ran over to the space below the clock tower 
where Winter Festival Man had been standing. His 
Winter Festival Cloak and Winter Festival Hat were 
laying in the snow, but there were no other clues to 
where the spawn point was. The Minor Elflings began 
to whimper. 
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Anders’ Text Box: Look! Look, I’ll just 
track down the real spawn point. Don’t 
cry! 

All of  a sudden, the Minor Elflings stopped crying. 
They attentively looked at Anders. Anders used a 
Raising His Eyebrow Quizzically Animation. The Minor 
Elflings were all still staring at him, as if  they were 
waiting for something. 

Anders’ Text Box: Stop looking at me!

Instantly, all the Minor Elflings looked at the 
ground. 

Anders’ Text Box: Oh dear.

Anders had given them a command while in 
Administrator mode. They now had to do what he said. 
Relief  came over Anders. He had an idea. He scooped 
up the Winter Festival Cloak and Winter Festival Hat and 
equipped them. 

Anders’ Text Box: Uh, can all Minor 
Elflings please be cheerful?

Instantly and with a renewed air of  cheeriness, the 
Minor Elflings chattered and cackled to each other.

Anders’ Text Box: Okay, that worked. 
So, Minor Elflings, can you please find 
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the Gifting Sack?

Several of  the Minor Elflings scattered into the 
square and pushed forward a sled with a large sack on 
it. There was nothing to pull the sled though. Just a 
set of  reins. Whatever had pulled the sled must have 
disappeared with Winter Festival Man. 

Anders used a Whistle With Two Fingers In Your Mouth 
Animation to call forth some assistance. Out from the 
nearby stables flew Draganders, chirping excitedly. 

Anders’ Text Box: Okay buddy, we’re 
going to locate the spawn point of  
Winter Festival Man and save Winter 
Festival!
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Anders used the Shivering in the Cold Animation. It 
seemed the whole map had turned to Winter 
Mode, and he clearly wasn’t wearing enough 

layers to be out in this weather.
Anders had left the Minor Elflings in the square. 

Originally, he had told them to ‘wait here’, but they all 
just stared at their watches, coughing and glancing up 
at him impatiently. So, he just told them to go about 
their duties with cleaning up the city, and he’d call them 
later. 

Draganders chirped merrily as he flew through the 
sky, his sled hitched sturdily to his back with Anders 

◊�    Chapter 2    ◊�
 A N D E R S  M A k E S 
T h I N G S  w O R S E
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and the Gifting Sack aboard. Anders peered down to 
survey the map. He could see thousands of  spawn 
points for monsters, but there were so many, he could 
barely tell them apart. He brought Draganders to the 
ground in an area called the Forgettable Forest for a 
better look.

The sled landed in the snow with a soft thud. 
Anders got out to check on the nearest spawn point. 
It wasn’t Winter Festival Man, just a stupid Sasquatch 
Junior, a level 3 monster. It wasn’t even a mini boss. 

Anders’ Text Box: Nuts. This is going 
to take forever.

Soon, Anders had found spawn points for some 
Parade Snails, a mob of  Tubabaloos , a few Yammering 
Turnips and a level twenty-nine Sweater Yeti. None of  
these were even close to Winter Festival Man. It was 
looking like finding him would be impossible.

Anders’ Text Box: There has got to be 
an easier way of  finding this guy.

Then Anders realized, there was an easier way. 
He opened up his Player Pager, and tapped on the 
Administrator tab. He clicked on the ‘filter’ sidebar, and 
changed the spawn points he was looking for to ‘level 
1’ then made his way back to the sled. Before he could 
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get anywhere, he saw an adventurer fast approaching 
him. 

Tyrannosaurs-Rockz’s Text Box: 
Winter Festival Man! I found you. Give 
me a present!

Anders looked at himself. He was still wearing the 
Winter Festival Cloak and Winter Festival Hat. He did 
look the part. And he did have the Gifting Sack on the 
sled. Maybe he could help out a little.

Anders’ Text Box: Ho ho ho! Of  
course you get a gift!

He reached into the Gifting Sack. A small box 
materialized into his hands, wrapped in sparkling 
paper with a silver bow. Tyrannosaurus-Rockz opened 
it immediately. 

Tyrannosaurus-Rockz’s Text Box: 
Awesome! A Festive Stabbing Knife! 
Thanks, Winter Festival Man!

And with that, Tyrannosaurus-Rockz equipped his 
new knife, then bounded back into the woods.

Anders’ Text Box: I have a feeling I 
might be doing this for a while. 
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~~~ 

Back in the sky, Anders peered over another area. 
It was near the Newbie Falls waterfall. There were tons 
of  level 1 spawn points around there. Maybe he would 
get lucky. He turned Draganders around and they flew 
towards the river. Instantly, he was greeted by more 
adventurers. 

Billiam’s Text Box: Found you, Winter 
Festival Man!

Jarvis’ Text Box: Give us Presents!

Sweet-Caroline-45’s Text Box: Please. 

So, Anders reached into the Gifting Sack once again 
and brought out three more presents. They all were 
Festive Stabbing Knives.

Sweet-Caroline-45’s Text Box: Thanks, 
Winter Festival Man!

And the adventurers went back into the city.

Anders’ Text Box: Alright well that 
didn’t take long. Let’s see if  we can find 
the real Winter Festival Man.

He looked out towards the distance. There were 
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a number of  level 1 spawn points here, which made 
sense, it was the area that the newbies started out in. 
But none of  them were Winter Festival Man, mostly 
White Wolves, Potted Plants and the odd Useless 
Thingamabob. Anders sighed and got back on the sled. 

Draganders flew them over the map once again. 
Over the next several cycles, they stopped at different 
places in the map, from mountains to deserts to that 
lake in the middle. There was no sign of  Winter 
Festival Man. He did hand out dozens of  gifts, all of  
them being Festive Stabbing Knives.

Frustrated, he made his way back to the starting 
city. He wasn’t prepared for what he saw when they 
landed. Hundreds of  corpses of  Minor Elflings littered 
the streets, as if  a whole team of  newbies went on a 
stabbing rampage. Which, it occurred to Anders, they 
probably did. 

Anders’ Text Box: I am going to get in 
so much trouble.
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A 
nders stood in the at the gates, surveying the 
carnage in front of  him.

Draganders’ Text Box: Chirp!

The rainbow dragon gulped down a corpse of  a 
Minor Elfling happily. 

Anders’ Text Box: No! Bad dragon!

Draganders chirped again, using a Wagging its Tail 
Animation. Anders pulled up a window to look at what 
had happened.

◊�    Chapter 3    ◊�
 A N D E R S  D O E S 
M O R E  D A M A G E
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Creature Name: Minor Elfling
Class: Elfling
Level: 0
Special Attacks: Obedience
Drops: Nothing
First Player Encounter Notes: Tons of  XP 
and super easy to kill with my new Festive Stabbing 
Knife! I love Winter Festival! –Tyrannosaurus-
Rockz

Anders knew he had to do something about the 
Minor Elflings, otherwise the Administrators would 
kick him off  the team. He went to the nearest bakery 
and bought several Festive Fullcakes, but he couldn’t get 
the dead Elfling to eat one. He poured a Revive Potion 
on one, but it just got sticky and smelled like mint. 
Finally he tried a Using CPR Animation on one of  them, 
but they remained dead.

Anders’ Text Box: Muffins. I wish you 
would just live, already.

Suddenly the Minor Elfling sprung back to life, its 
gaping stab wound healing instantly.

Anders’ Text Box: Holy hotcakes! I can 
order them back to life? 
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He ran to the clock tower at the centre of  the 
square, then Double-Jumped to get as high as possible.

Anders’ Shouting Text Box: Hey you, 
Minor Elflings! Time to come back to 
life!

In an instant, waves of  Minor Elflings began to sit 
up and then stand up. Plus signs appeared above their 
heads as their health points regenerated. Some of  them 
picked up their brooms and tools and went right back 
to patching up the city. As more of  them stood up, the 
wave expanded, each further Minor Elfling noticing 
that they were under orders to be alive. Draganders 
made an uneasy chirp, then upchucked the Minor 
Elfling he’d eaten, which stood up, grabbed a discarded 
hammer and began repairing a nearby door.

Anders used a Sigh of  Relief  Animation, but it was 
short-lived.

The sky cracked a bolt of  lightning and suddenly 
an Administrator was standing in front of  Anders with 
Winter Festival Man beside her (minus the cloak and 
hat).

Anders’ Text Box: Oh good! You found 
him! I’m so sorry about everything, but 
I fixed it, all the Minor Elflings are fine 
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and are fixing things like before.

Administrator Consonants' Text Box: 
Fixed it? You didn’t stop ruining things 
all day! 

Anders’ Text Box: I did what now?

Administrator Consonants' Text Box: 
I’ve been trying to get rid of  those 
Minor Elflings for ages. The code 
was written by… someone who didn’t 
have the game’s best intentions in 
mind. Besides, they are doing a terrible 
job at repairing the city and they are 
reproducing like vermin. Every time I 
log in there are dozens more.

Anders’ Text Box: Oh dear. I thought 
that was on purpose.

Administrator Consonants' Text Box: 
Which is why I created Winter Festival. 
To hand out special presents in order 
to kill Elflings. The only thing a Festive 
Stabbing Knife can actually damage is 
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a Minor Elfling. It just bounces off  
everything else. The instructions are 
written right on the blade.

Anders’ Text Box: Right. So, when I 
tried saving the Minor Elflings over 
and over, you were trying to get rid of  
them?

Administrator Consonants' Text Box: 
Yes. And now I am already getting 
complaints that the XP the newbies 
gained for killing the Elflings is being 
taken away.

Anders’ Text Box: Ah. Yeah, that 
would also suck.

Administrator Consonants' Text 
Box: So now I have to start all over 
again. The Minor Elflings are already 
multiplying and I can’t find the code to 
turn them off. Killing them off  is the 
only way of  dealing with them.

Anders’ Text Box: Right. So what is 
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with the big guy?

Administrator Consonants' Text Box: I 
made him an Elfling Major to gather 
the Minor Elflings in one place to make 
them easier to kill.

Anders’ Text Box: Why didn’t you just 
order them to stand in the square, or 
order them to kill themselves? Those 
things really like to follow orders. Then 
you wouldn’t have had to go through 
all the trouble of  this Winter Festival 
thing.

Administrator Consonants used a Raising Her 
Eyebrow Quizzically Animation.

Administrator Consonants' Text Box: 
That didn’t occur to me.

There was an awkward silence. Then Consonants 
used a Snapping Her Fingers Animation. 

Administrator Consonants' Text Box: 
Cloak and hat, now.

Anders unequipped the Winter Festival Cloak 
and the Winter Festival Hat, then handed them to the 
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administrator.

Administrator Consonants' Text Box: 
If  you hadn’t been authorized by the 
Maker himself, you would so totally 
have been demoted by now.

The Minor Elflings were gathering closer now. 
Anders felt uneasy. He hoped some newbies with 
Festive Stabbing Knives would stop by soon.

Just then, there was a noise.
<ding dong>

Anders looked around. Nothing out of  the 
ordinary. He then realized it was his doorbell. His real 
doorbell.

~~~

Matthew Anderson logged out of  Annals of  
Gentalia, took off  his TorTech Headset and quickly made 
his way to the door. He opened it. A gust of  snowflakes 
and wind blew into the house. 

“Hey,” said Bernhard Fortinbras. “Weren’t we 
meeting for coffee this afternoon? The gang is all 
waiting.”

Matthew smiled. “Right, I got caught up on a few 
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things.” He turned back to the house to grab his coat. 
“But it is fine now. I think I’ll leave gaming alone until 
the new year.”

◊� The End ◊�

Roodg's Text Box: bUT Anders 
DIDN'T SAVE wINTER fESTIVAL 
AFTER HE MESSED IT UP! hE 
ONLY MESSED IT UP MORE! hE 
DOESN'T SAVE SANTA AT ALL! 
sOMEONE ELSE DOES. hOW SO 
VERY gENTALIA OF THIS STORY! 
i ♥ IT SO MUCH! 10/10 DON'T 
SAVE!



Want to read more about Anders and his sexy 
adventures? You can!

But be sure to read the Anders’ Quest Series 
where he is the protagonist!

For more exciting adventures you can always visit the 
Annals of  Gentalia official website (and later delete your 

browser history) and see what is up! 

www.annalsofgentalia.wordpress.com

http://www.annalsofgentalia.wordpress.com



